KABLOONA
prick up His ears, would become on the instant alert, and would
spend the next twelve hours smoothing my ruffled feathers.
Really, I do much more than my share! (It isn't true: I do
nothing at all.) "What must I think of him, with his crusty old
bachelor ways! (I think, in fact, highly of him, and gratefully.)
And when I had come round and had begun to joke again, he
would fall back with relief into his routine.
By way of distraction, and also because it was necessary, I
spent a good deal of time compiling an Eskimo-English dic-
tionary. Primitive languages have a directness which has long
gone out of the subtle and metaphorical terminology of civilized
speech. The Eskimo word for bishop, for example, is ri-oo-mata,
'the man who thinks5; their word for polar bear is tara-i-tua-luk,
*he who is without shadow5 (though the polar bear is also
called 'the eternal vagabond5). There is a sort of poetry of the
concrete in their speech that is very moving. Thus, mi-kse, the
word for 'reality/ is literally translatable as 'the thing turned
towards you.' When an object moans in the wind it is said to
"grind its teeth.' If two people have fallen out they are said to
'drift away from one another,' and if a man has not understood
you, it is said that "you have missed him,5 sil-la-ko-kto, as if
your words were a spear that had missed its mark. Our ab-
stractions flatter the mind, but their concrete images go direct
to the senses and tickle the palate, the sense of smell and of sight.
Now and then in the midst of my study Paddy would interrupt
me with:
'Coppermine in five minutes!5
Coppermine talked to the North on Sundays at three in the
afternoon, and we would drop everything and glue our ears to
the wireless.
At that moment, in the official wireless station at Copper-
mine, a bespectacled little man would have set down a needle
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